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____________________________________________________
Message from the Vice-President for Academic Affairs
----------------------------------------------------

Report on the Postgraduate Programmes Review

Prof. Donald George, our former Associate Vice-President for
Academic Affairs, was engaged to spend several weeks on campus,
beginning in late February through March 96, as a consultant to
review our postgraduate studies, meet with University personnel
and students, and prepare a report on his findings and
recommendations. During his four weeks' visit, Prof. George had
met with over 80 members of the University. They include:

-    senior management of HKUST, including the President,
     Vice-President for Academic Affairs, Vice-President for
     Research and Development, two Associate Vice-Presidents for
     Academic Affairs, and Associate Vice-President for Research
     and Development (6)

-    Deans, Associate Deans, and PG programme Directors of
     Schools (10)

-    Department Heads and PG Coordinators (40)

-    Directors/Coordinators of Inter-disciplinary Programmes (5)

-    Chairs of Committee on Postgraduate Studies (2)

-    Directors and personnel of the related
     administrative/service units (8)

-    PG students of the four Schools at four open forums (14),
     and a student of the Master of Business and Administration
     programme

Besides meeting with students, comments from students were also
received through e-mail.  Prof. George also visited the Library
to read students' theses, and the Admission, Registration and
Records Office to scan student files.

Findings

Several areas were identified in the review for improvement. They
are:

1. Communications and Environment
2. Student Motivation, Performance and Numbers
3. Programme Management
4. Space Needs
5. Language Skills

Recommendations

1.   Communications and Environment

     A.   Communications to and from PG students seem to be



          inadequate.  Administrative offices, service units and
          departments must bring about a major improvement in
          communication through orientation, notice, forum and
          e-mail; students must be included as appropriate in
          committees.

     B.   Information on policies and procedures is not
          adequately disseminated to faculty and students.  All
          publications should be up-to-date, complete and
          available to everyone, particularly those new to UST.
          Changes should be broadly circulated and timely
          distributed. It is the responsibility of senior
          faculty to mentor junior faculty on university's norms
          and standards on faculty conduct, supervision and
          evaluation of students. This is most acute to this
          University due to its short history, rapid change and
          the influx of such large numbers of faculty with
          diverse backgrounds.

2.   Student Motivation, Performance and Numbers

     A.   It is more important to attract better students than
          just reaching the admission target. Faculty must place
          the highest priority on nurturing and motivating PG
          students to provide the highest possible level of
          capability and knowledge. In some departments, the
          minimum standard will have to be increased and the
          number of students decreased.

     B.   To supervise more PG students, faculty may suffer in
          research productivity and teaching quality. The
          University should establish a formal post-doctoral
          fellowship programme with a PRC emphasis. To replace
          PG students' research contribution with full-time
          research employees is an alternative.  The provision
          of PG students may differ in different schools and
          should be monitored and evaluated regularly.

     C.   High quality theses are essential but the student's
          limited time is a problem. Additional input from
          thesis supervisor is required to ensure a high quality
          of student's work within the time limit.

     D.   Job prospects of graduates concern many faculty. In
          fields where job prospects are felt to be very
          limited, as in some disciplines,  perhaps only a few
          very good students should be admitted to PhD study.

     E.   The drop-out rate for Tpg students is too high for
          some schools.  The Schools concerned should identify
          the factors leading to the high withdrawal rates from
          their Tpg programmes, and take appropriate action.

3.   Programme Management

     A.   Problems with course availability are noted; there are
          insufficient courses in students' areas of interest.
          All departments should present to the Office of
          Academic Programme Administration their plan for
          course offerings over the next two years, and list
          those for the past two years.  If the courses are



          found not proper, review should be conducted.

     B.   Poor management of student progress should be
          addressed by simplifying paper work of PG students'
          records; auditing student files to see if  regulations
          are followed and  progress is monitored. It is not
          sure whether poor student progress noted now is due to
          the improper record keeping or poor student
          performance.

     C.   Recruitment is not done in a timely fashion. Offers
          should be based on anticipated refusal rate and made
          in January at the latest to maximize the acceptance
          rate.

     D.   Heavy TA and RA loads were reported by some students.
          PG students need recourse when they feel being treated
          unfairly.

     E.   Time requirements for completion of some degrees are
          inconsistent with the University policy. The
          University should establish realistic periods for
          degree completion and enforce good student progress.

     F.   Assigning credits for thesis research may help
          rationalize work loads and time requirements for PG
          study. A possible scheme is MSc/MA: 30 course credits,
          MPhil: 30 course and thesis credits, and  PhD: 90
          course and thesis credits.

     G.   PG teaching is indifferent and unstructured;  there is
          no advisor on admission, no thesis committee
          established, no qualifying exams held, and no progress
          reviewed. All effort should be put  to monitor these
          activities, establish good procedure and maintain high
          standards.

     H.   A single secretariat should be established to provide
          coordination for joint MSc programmes.

     I.   MA programmes in HSS should be clearly defined and all
          programmes should be subject to a thorough and
          stringent approval process before they commence.
          Senate has a role but implementation is casual.

     J.   Periodical reviews of programmes are recommended. All
          programmes should be reviewed every five years.
          Programmes thought to be experiencing difficulty
          should be the earliest to be reviewed and monitored.

4.   Space Needs

Additional space for PG students in SBM and HSS must be given the
highest priority.

5.   Language Skills

Language training of PG students should be made part of the
Language Center's mandate. HSS to consider offering joint or
affiliate faculty appointment to qualified members of the LC
staff.



Two Final Recommendations

1.   Student recruitment, development of relations with PRC,
     local and international communities, and placement and
     monitoring PG students should be included in faculty
     evaluation.

2.   Short reports in 6 months and  12 months should be prepared
     and circulated to deal with progress to date on issues
     raised and recommendations made in this review.

Finally, I would like to quote from Prof. George's report to
conclude: "Every HKUST programme should be well done, or not
done." It is important that the University has the resolve to
curtail or cancel programmes if found weak after expert
professional assessment.

Implementation Plan

Observations and recommendations made in the report are very
penetrating and constructive.  We plan to implement them
according to the urgency of the issues raised.  Detailed action
plans will be developed. We shall work with the Deans and
Department Heads to prepare plans for a systematic review of all
programmes within one year, carry out the plans, and repeat the
reviews as needed in the future.  We shall also facilitate the
dissemination of course offering plans and support the
implementation of such plans so that our education objectives are
met.  We request your support of these important activities.

Shain-Dow Kung
Vice-President for Academic Affairs
May 1996

______________________________
Teaching and Learning at HKUST
------------------------------

On 11 and 12 April 1996, the UGC's Teaching and Learning Quality
Process Review (TLQPR) Panel visited HKUST.  Meetings were held
with the University's leadership, staff, and students.  Separate
sub-groups met with 12 individual Departments, School offices,
and support units.  The purpose of the visit was to review on
site our processes for the assurance and improvement of the
quality of teaching and learning.  The Panel will make a report
to the UGC and the University on whether it finds these processes
adequate and effective, and ways in which they may be improved.

The visit to HKUST followed a visit by the Panel earlier in the
week to HK Baptist, and similar visits in September to HKU and
CUHK.  The Panel's reports on the latter two institutions will
be considered at the UGC's meeting in June.  HKUST will receive
its report in the Fall.  We will not wait for the report before
beginning work on weaknesses uncovered in the process of
preparing for the TLQPR visit.

As a part of the process of re-examining our teaching and
learning programmes, a Faculty Forum on "The Undergraduate



Experience at HKUST" was held on 8 May 1996.  Nearly 60 faculty,
other staff, and students participated in the forum.  There was
a spirited discussion of a number of the assumptions underlying
our educational philosophy, and perceived problems with
implementing it.  A report on the Forum will be prepared shortly,
and specific recommendations based on the discussion are being
developed.  These will receive wide distribution and
consultation.

___________________________________________________________
University Appointments and Substantiation Committee (UASC)
-----------------------------------------------------------

Between 1 March 1996 and 30 April 1996, the UASC had reviewed 9
senior appointments and 7 substantiation applications.

___________________________
Administrative Appointments
---------------------------

Prof. Andrew G. WALDER was appointed as Division Head of Social
Science, concurrent with his appointment as Professor of Social
Science, with effect from 1 May 1996.

_____________________
Academic Appointments
---------------------

From 1 March 1996 to 30 April 1996, the University had made 44
academic appointment offers.  As of 30 April 1996, 24 appointees
had accepted, 3 had declined, and 17 had not replied.

___________________________________________________
Faculty Member (1) on board in March and April 1996
---------------------------------------------------

School of Engineering (1)

Department of Civil and Structural Engineering

     Dr. Lianfa SONG
     Assistant Professor, PhD Univ of California, Los Angeles

_____________________________________________________________
Visiting Faculty Members (8) on board in March and April 1996
-------------------------------------------------------------

School of Science (4)

Department of Mathematics

     Dr. Jian-Shu LI
     Vis Associate Professor, PhD Yale Univ

     Dr. Gordan SAVIN
     Vis Senior Lecturer, PhD Harvard Univ

Department of Physics

     Professor Liu CHEN
     Vis Professor, PhD Univ of California, Berkeley



     Professor Zi-Zhao GAN
     Vis Professor, Graduate Peking Univ

School of Engineering (2)

Department of Mechanical Engineering

     Dr. Huajian GAO
     Vis Associate Professor, PhD Harvard Univ

     Dr. Bin ZHAO
     Vis Scholar, PhD Huazhong Univ of Science and Technology

School of Business and Management (2)

Department of Management of Organisations

     Professor Marshall W. MEYER
     Vis Professor, PhD Univ of Chicago

Department of Marketing

     Professor Gerald ALBAUM
     Vis Professor, PhD Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

Note:     From time to time, short-term visitors are appointed
          by the University to help keeping the academic
          community updated on current developments in the
          academic arena and maintain a constant flow of
          talents.  This small pool of visitors is at about 10%
          of our faculty strength.

___________
Head Search
-----------

Progress of head search for the following departments:

Biology                  3 finalist candidates interviewed

Chemistry                2 finalist candidates interviewed

Civil & Structural       final candidate
Engineering              recommended by Search Committee

Computer Science         final candidate shortlisted by Search
                         Committee

Electrical & Electronic  final candidate recommended and
Engineering              appointment offer is under negotiation

Accounting               final candidate recommended and
                         appointment offer was made

Information & Systems    search in progress
Management

___________
Honors Roll



-----------

Congratulations to the following engineering faculty members who
won the award for the School of Engineering "Teaching Excellence
Appreciation" for the 1995 Fall Semester:

     Dr. Ping GAO,
     Assistant Professor in Chemical Engineering

     Dr. Chun-Man CHAN,
     Assistant Professor in Civil and Structural Engineering

     Dr. Mark J. DAVIDSON,
     Lecturer in Civil and Structural Engineering

     Dr. Sunil ARYA,
     Assistant Professor in Computer Science

     Dr. Babak HAMIDZADEH,
     Assistant Professor in Computer Science

     Dr. Howard C. LUONG,
     Assistant Professor in Electrical and Electronic
     Engineering

     Dr. Vincent M.C. POON,
     Assistant Professor in Electrical and Electronic
     Engineering

     Dr. Man WONG,
     Assistant Professor in Electrical and Electronic
     Engineering

     Dr. Ravindra S. GOONETILLEKE,
     Assistant Professor in Industrial Engineering and
     Engineering Management

     Dr. Lilong CAI,
     Assistant Professor in Mechanical Engineering

___________________________
Election of Academic Titles
---------------------------

It is the policy of the University to let all Lecturers,
Assistant Professors, Senior Lecturers, and Associate Professors
have the opportunity annually to choose between the titles of:

(a)  Lecturer and Assistant Professor (if you are at this rank);
     and
(b)  Senior Lecturer and Associate Professor (if you are at this
     rank).

If you wish to change your current chosen title, please indicate
your preferred title, before 15 June 1996, by sending an email
to "AALILY".  If we do not hear from you by this date, we will
assume you would like to continue using your current chosen
title.

Your option will be noted for entry in official University



publications to be published in the coming academic year starting
from 1 July 1996.


